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Chapter 1
Abstract

The literature for solo snare drumming has grown out of the strictly rudimental
style and is now influenced by any number of traditional or modern techniques and
styles. This requires the performer to be not only a master of rudimental and orchestral
snare drum techniques, but to also be very familiar with world musical styles and to be
open to new musical ideas being presented on the snare drum.
The Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum, containing five solo pieces for the snare
drum, one by each member of the percussion ensemble Nexus, represents an excellent
example of the variety of musical styles and technical requirements found in modern solo
snare drum literature. Each solo is influenced by a different world musical style and
reflects the interests and specialty of each individual composer. Additionally, the
members of the group Nexus are considered by many to be some of the leading
composers, performers, and teachers of percussion and music for percussion, in the
history of the art.
The purpose of this lecture recital and research document is to prepare and
perform the five snare drum solos in theNexus Portfolio for Snare Drum, focusing on the
performance practice problems and a discussion of the compositional intent of the
composers.

1

The paper will delve into the background of the composers Bill Cahn, John Wyre,
Robin Engelman, Bob Becker, and Russell Hartenberger, analysis of the five works, and
comparison of the different styles of each solo. In addition, based on the analysis,
performance problems inherent in each solo will be discussed and exercises to achieve
maximum artistic expression will be included.

2

Chapter 2
Nexus

The percussion ensemble Nexus performed their first concert together on May 22,
1971, at the Eastman School of Music when Bob Becker, William “Bill” Cahn, Robin
Engelman, and John Wyre played an entirely improvised performance.1 At this time
there was no name for the group and no plan for a future together. Russell Hartenberger
and Michael Craden were introduced into the group in August of 1971.2 Today they are
probably the most recognized percussion ensemble in the world.
During the 1970s there was no model for what a professional percussion ensemble
should consist of or what it should or should not program. Many schools had a
percussion ensemble and there were a few novelty “pops” ensembles in existence, but
Nexus was breaking new ground as a serious musical ensemble. They relied on the
experiences and personalities of the members to shape the artistic output of the group.
Nexus has introduced the western musicians, especially percussionists to world music
ideas and instruments, brought percussion to the forefront of the symphony orchestra and
single handedly revived the 1920s style of xylophone ragtime music.
Bob Becker and Russell Hartenberger both studied world music at Wesleyan
University in Connecticut.

1

Rick Mattingly, Leigh Howard Stevens, John Beck, Emil Richards, Bruce Mather, Gary
Kvistad and Kalman Cherry, “Nexus,” Percussive Notes 34, no. 4 (August1996): 7-20.
2

Nexus, Nexus-History of Performances 1968-1989
http://www.nexuspercussion.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/hist-1968-1989.pdf (3
February 2011).

3

Their studies and experiences helped to bring what would become known as
world music to the group. During the time of the formation of Nexus, the study of world
music was not a part of the general percussion curriculum. However, there was an
increased awareness of globalism as musicians had increased access to non-western
recordings and instruments, as well as increased travel.3 Nexus made performing on
world percussion instruments and performing world music a part of their regular
repertoire.
The ensemble has also been influential in the revival of the xylophone ragtime
music of George Hamilton Green, from the 1920s. Both Bob Becker and Bill Cahn have
published arrangements for xylophone solo with marimba quartet accompaniment. Cahn
first studied the xylophone music of George H. Green while a student at the Eastman
School of Music. In an interview with Joe Spurlock, a student from Ohio State
University, Cahn explained “It was normal to learn keyboard percussion by playing
transcriptions of classical violin, flute and cello pieces. The ‘novelty ragtime’ dance
music at least offered some repertoire created specifically for the xylophone.”4
Soon after the formation of Nexus, Bob Becker arranged Rainbow Ripples, by
George H. Green, for xylophone solo and marimba quartet. Becker had become familiar
with the music of George H. Green while studying in Allentown, Pennsylvania. Nexus

3

Nexus, Nexus-History of Performances 1968-1989
http://www.nexuspercussion.com/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/05/hist-1968-1989.pdf (3
February 2011).
4

Joe Spurlock, Bill Cahn Interview, November 2007,
<http://www.nexuspercussion.com/2007/11/bill-cahn-interview-by-joe-spurlock/> (5 September
2010).
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performed the arrangement as an encore piece. The first performance was such a success
that the performers were encouraged to further explore the genre.5
Nexus released their Nexus Ragtime, LP in 1976. The recording, Nexus Plays the
Novelty Music of George Hamilton Green, was released in 1986 and features
arrangements by both Bob Becker and Bill Cahn. Bob Becker is featured as the
xylophone soloist on the entire recording. In keeping with historical style and tradition,
eight instruments on the recording were manufactured between 1906 and 1936, while one
marimba used on the recording was manufactured in 1984.6 Ragtime music continues to
be a regular part of Nexus performances.
Nexus first introduced their ragtime arrangements to the percussion community in
a convention setting at the 1977 Percussive Arts Society International Convention in
Knoxville, TN. At the time, the ragtime repertoire was not widely known or studied by
percussionists. Nexus continued to program rags on the Percussive Arts Society
International Convention programs for their appearances in 1986 in Washington, DC and
in 1992 in New Orleans.7
Nexus has had many works written for them. Of particular noteisFrom me Flows
What You Call Time, composed by Toru Takemitsu (1939-1996). The work was
composed for the hundredth anniversary celebration of Carnegie Hall. Nexus performed

5

Joe Spurlock, Bill Cahn Interview, November 2007,
<http://www.nexuspercussion.com/2007/11/bill-cahn-interview-by-joe-spurlock/ > (5 September
2010)
6

Nexus, Nexus Plays the Novelty Music of George Hamilton Green, Nexus Records

7

Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Nexus by Nexus,” Percussive Notes 36, no. 5 (October 1998):

10273.

61-62.
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and commissioned the piece in collaboration with the Boston Symphony. Since first
performing the piece in 1990, Nexus has continued to perform it with orchestras around
the world as a standard piece in their repertoire. By 2006, Nexus had performed the
piece over 80 times.8
Nexus has released twenty-nine recordings. Their first commercial release was in
1975 and the most recent being released in 2007. The recordings represent all aspects of
Nexus’ performing career. Totally improvised pieces, ragtime music, collaborations with
other artists, compositions by members of Nexus, and commissioned works are all
featured on recordings. The artwork for several CD’s features work by original Nexus
member Michael Craden.9
Michael Craden died of cancer in 1982.10 The group continued on for the next
several decades with nofurtherchanges to the original personnel. In October 2002, John
Wyre retired from the group. His last performance with Nexus was in Roy Thomson Hall
with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra,11and he died at age sixty-five in 2006. Upon his
retirement, Nexus recruited long time friend and colleague Gary Kvistad. In 2009, Robin
Engelman retired from the group because of vision problems. Rather than attempting to
replace another long time member of the ensemble, Nexus now performs more quartet
8

Blake M. Wilkins, “The Percussion Music of Toru Takemitsu,”Percussive Notes 44, no.
4 (August 2006): 66-77.
9

Nexus, Discography, <http://nexuspercussion.com/discography.html> (3 February

2011).
10

Otice C. Sircy and James Strain, Three Paintings by Michael Craden,
<file:///Volumes/DMA%20DRIVE/ArticlesNexus/Three%20Paintings%20by%20Michael%20Craden.webarchive> (3 February 2011).
11

CBC News, Canadian Composer John Wyre Dies,
http://www.cbc.ca/news/story/2006/11/01/wyre-obit.html (3 February 2011).
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literature, and commissioned a new mallet quartet by Steve Reich. Nexus also plays with
many guest artists when performing their quintet pieces. Robin Engelman continues to
perform, blog, teach percussion, and study the history of military instruments.12Nexus
was inducted into the Percussive Arts Society Hall of Fame in 1999.13

12

13

“Engelman Resigns from Nexus”Percussive News (February 2010): 7.
Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Nexus,”Percussive Notes 37, no. 6 (December 1999): 18-21.
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Bob Becker

Bob Becker is highly regarded as a performer, composer, and educator. Few
musicians, especially percussionists, have achieved such a high level of respect and
success in such a wide variety of styles and performance techniques.
Becker was born on June 22, 1947 in Allentown, Pennsylvania. His percussion
studies began at age seven, when he began marimba lessons with James Betz. Betz was
his teacher throughout his school years, giving Becker lessons on snare drum, music
theory and piano as well.14
Becker received his Bachelor of Music and Master of Music degrees from the
Eastman School of Music. While an undergraduate student, he received the prestigious
Performer’s Certificate for his concerto performance with the Rochester Philharmonic.
His percussion teachers at Eastman were William G. Street and John H. Beck. He also
studied composition with Warren Benson. Dan Hinger, timpanist and Alan Abel,
percussionist, with the Philadelphia Orchestra, had studied with William Street. John
Beck came to Eastman just before Becker’s senior year.15
When William Street retired, he gave all of his sheet music to Becker. There
happened to be several George Hamilton Green solo pieces included in the music.
Becker had grown up performing on the marimba, but had no real training on the
xylophone or in the ragtime style. He began to play the Green ragtime solos on the

14

Rick Mattingly, Leigh Howard Stevens, John Beck, Emil Richards, Bruce Mather,
Gary Kvistad and Kalman Cherry, “Nexus,”Percussive Notes 34, no. 4 (August 1996): 7-20.
15

Bob Becker, Bob Becker Biography, 2008, <http://nexuspercussion.com/members/bobbecker/> (21 September 2010).
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marimba. Later, he heard recordings of George Hamilton Green performing and this
helped to further propel his interest in the music.16
Becker is now considered to be one of the greatest xylophone soloists of our time.
He has arranged numerous pieces for xylophone and marimba quartet and can be credited
with helping to revive the genre of ragtime xylophone playing. He is the xylophone
soloist with Nexus and has appeared as xylophone soloist at the Blossom Festival, the
Eastern Music Festival as well as with orchestras and bands throughout the United States.
In 1998, he was the xylophone soloist with the Musser Festival Marimba Orchestra,
conducted by Frederick Fennell.17
Bob Becker has also been involved with instrument design. He has helped to
design the Bob Becker Concert Xylophone as well as a line of xylophone mallets for the
Malletechcompany. He has also designed instruments for the Sabian cymbal company
including the Becker Bowing Cymbal. 18
After Eastman, Becker spent the next four years studying world music at the
Wesleyan University. There he studied mrdangam with Ramnad Raghavan,
Africandrumming with Abraham Adzenyah, and tabla with ShardaSahai.19He became an
accomplished tabla artist and made histabla solo debut in 1982 in Benares, India.20
16

Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Bob Becker, Mastering the Xylopone,”Percussive Notes 33, no.
5 (1995): 31.
17

Bob Becker, Bob Becker Biography, 2008, <http://nexuspercussion.com/members/bobbecker/> (21 September 2010).
18

Ibid.

19

Rick Mattingly, Leigh Howard Stevens, John Beck, Emil Richards, Bruce Mather,
Gary Kvistad and Kalman Cherry, “Nexus,”Percussive Notes 34, no. 4 (August 1996): 7-20.
20

Bob Becker, Bob Becker Biography, 2008, <http://nexuspercussion.com/members/bobbecker/> (21 September 2010).
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Also in 1982, Becker composed Palta, a piece for solo, amplified tabla (conga or
drum set could be substituted), and percussion octet accompaniment. The piece can be
performed by someone who has traditional North Indian classical training or by using the
suggested substitutions.
Becker has also been heavily involved in the performance of chamber music.
Since 1973, he has been a member of the ensemble Steve Reich and Musicians. In 1998,
the ensemble won a Grammy for Music for 18 Musicians. Becker has been featured in all
of Reich’s percussion compositions including Six Pianos/Six Marimbas, Sextet, Nagoya
Marimbas, Piano/Marimba Phase and Drumming. With this group, Becker has had the
opportunity to appear as the soloist with the Israel Philharmonic, the New York
Philharmonic and the London Symphony.21 For the hundredth anniversary of Carnegie
Hall, Becker was the featured soloist performing From Me Flows What You Call Time,
by Toru Takemitsu. For the Performance, Nexus performed with the Boston Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Seiji Ozawa. Becker again demonstrated his versatility by
performing the demanding solo that was written for lead tenor pan, an instrument that he
had never played until the performance of this piece.22
As a composer, Becker has written and arranged many works that have become a
part of the percussionist’s standard repertoire. His arrangements of George Hamilton
Green’s ragtime xylophone music are the most popular by far. He has also written many
very popular works for snare drum includingLahara, a solo featuring the snare drum with

21

Bob Becker, Bob Becker Biography, 2008, <http://nexuspercussion.com/members/bobbecker/> (21 September 2010).
22

Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Bob Becker, Mastering the Xylopone,”Percussive Notes 33, no.
5 (October 1995): 31.
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a percussion ensemble accompaniment. He has also published Rudimental Arithmetic: A
Drummer’s Study of Pattern and Rhythm. In this book Becker explores polyrhythms,
partitions of numbers, permutations and meter. He also examines the flexible densities of
rolls, the numerical values of rudimental patterns, and how to manipulate the groupings
to create new ideas and material. He also offers technical exercises and etudes that
incorporate the ideas presented throughout the book.23
As an educator, Becker has presented clinics, workshops, performances, lectures,
master classes and given lessons at music departments throughout North America and
Europe. Like his varied performance career, Becker’s clinic and workshop topics cover a
wide variety of styles and instruments. His Melodic Snare Drumming clinic is a two-part
presentation: the first portion involves hearing or imagining a melodic accompaniment to
snare drum melodies while performing or practicing, and the second half of the
presentation focuses on Rudimental Arithmetic, which is an analysis of the flexibility of
rudiments.24
Becker also covers topics including North Indian tabla drumming, West and East
African percussion, creative approaches to cymbal playing, and ragtime xylophone
improvisation. He has been a Guest Lecturer for the Banff Centre for the Arts and Guest
Lecturer/Director of the Percussion Ensemble at Rutgers.25

23

Bob Becker, Rudimental Arithmetic (Asbury Park, NJ: Keyboard Percussion
Publications, 2008) .
24

Bob Becker, Melodic Snare Drumming and Rudimental Arithmetic
<http://www.nexuspercussion.com/1990/11/melodic-snare-drumming-and-rudimentalarithmetic/#more-3247> (11 March 2011) .
25

Bob Becker, Bob Becker Biography, 2008, <http://nexuspercussion.com/members/bobbecker/> (21 September 2010).
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John Wyre

Like several of the other members of Nexus, John Wyre (1941-2006) was
involved in many styles of percussion music. He was active as an orchestral
percussionist, world percussionist, and chamber musician.
Wyre’s beginning with percussion happens to be with some of the same teachers
and ensembles as several other members of Nexus. He was born and raised in
Philadelphia. He attended the Philadelphia public schools where, he participated in the
music program, the All-Philadelphia Senior High School Orchestra and Alan Abel’s
Settlement Music School Percussion Ensemble. Incidentally, Bill Cahn and Russell
Hartenberger also participated in these same music programs. Wyre first studied the
piano, then moved to trumpet and later to clarinet while searching for an instrument.
Then, during an elementary school assembly, he heard an orchestra play and was
converted to being a percussionist. Wyre recounts in a1996 interview with Kalman
Cherry “The first orchestra I played in was the All-Philadelphia Senior High School
Orchestra, and I remember my first buzz in playing Espana by Chabrier and Dvorak’s
Symphony in D Minor. I was enchanted and transported into a world that is, for me, still
filled with wonder and inspiration.”26
After high school, Wyre entered the Eastman School of Music, where he studied
percussion with William Street, along with other Nexus members Bob Becker and Bill
Cahn.27

26

27

“In Memoriam, John Wyre,”Percussive News, January (2007): 26.
Ibid.
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After Eastman, Wyre began his professional career as an orchestral timpanist. He
performed with the Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra during 1964-1965 and then with
the Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra in 1965 to 1966. In 1966 he moved to Canada to
perform with the Toronto Symphony Orchestra. Wyre was the timpanist with the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra from 1966 to 1971 and then again from 1975 to 1981.
From 1985 to 1988 he served as principal timpanist for the Canadian Opera Company
orchestra. Beginning in 1987, Wyre on occasion served as timpanist with the Boston
Symphony Orchestra when not performing with Nexus.28
From 1961 through 1968, he performed at the Marlboro Music Festival in
Marlboro, Vermont. During the Festival in 1968, before the formation of Nexus, Wyre
performed with future Nexus members Bob Becker, Robin Engelman, and Russell
Hartenberger.
Nexus is known internationally for their xylophone ragtime performances with
Bob Becker as the soloist. Wyre explains how he came to be recognized as the soloist:
We were all young players, and in the process of joking around
each of us approached the xylophone and played our version of Porgy and
Bess. Bob ‘Dr. Wizard’ Becker walked up to the xylophone after the rest
of us had finished our versions and played the thing in octaves! It wasquite
clear who the mallet soloist would be in Nexus.29

Wyre organized World Drum Festivals beginning in the 1980s. Notable
performances organized by him include the Toronto International Festival in 1984, the

28

William Schabas, Patricia Wardrop, John
Wyre,<http://thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?pgNm=TCE&Params=U1ARTU0003750
> (5 September 2010).
29

Rick Mattingly, Leigh Howard Stevens, John Beck, Emil Richards, Bruce Mather,
Gary Kvistad and Kalman Cherry, “Nexus,”Percussive Notes 34, no. 4 (August 1996): 7-20.
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Expo in 1986 in Vancouver, the 1987 Vancouver Commonwealth Conference, the 1988
Winter Olympics in Calgary and the Expo 88 in Australia. Naturally, these were very
busy years for Wyre as he maintained schedules between Nexus, Word Drum Festivals
and playing timpani with the Boston Symphony Orchestra30
Wyre has also had his compositions performed around the world. Many of his
compositions were commissioned works. Connexus was commissioned by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation and was premiered by the Toronto Symphony Orchestra in
1978. It has since then been performed by the New York Philharmonic and the
Cleveland Orchestra. Another orchestral work, Bells, has been performed by the Japan
Philharmonic and the Toronto Symphony, both with Wyre as the soloist. Wyre
composed Maruba, also sometimes called Marubatoo, for Canadian marimbist Beverley
Johnston.31Maruba is a duet for marimba and tuba and was conceived as a conversation
between Wyre and his father, who played tuba and was a music teacher. Marubawas also
performed at the 1998 Percussive Society International Convention.32
As an educator, Wyre was an instructor for the National Youth Orchestra of
Canada from 1967 to 1969 and he was also on the faculty of the University of Toronto

30

William Schabas, Patricia Wardrop, John
Wyre,<http://thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?pgNm=TCE&Params=U1ARTU0003750
> (5 September 2010).
31

William Schabas, Patricia Wardrop, John
Wyre,<http://thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?pgNm=TCE&Params=U1ARTU0003750
> (5 September 2010).
32

Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Nexus by Nexus,”Percussive Notes 36, no. 5 (October 1998): 61-

62.
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from 1971 through 1974.33 He was an adjunct professor at Memorial University’s School
of Music.34 Wyre has also given countless lectures, masterclasses and clinics to students
around the globe.
Wyre published his book Touched by Sound, A Drummer’s Journey in 2002. The
book is a collection of stories and reflections of his life, both his musical life and his
spiritual journey. He touches on topics of music, friendship, learning, traveling and
drumming. He of course writes about his experiences with Nexus and his relationship
with the other members of the ensemble. The epilog, which was written by Jean
Donelson Wyre, after John’s death, ends with a quote:
Oh Sacred Sound—What I have found
Within Your care—Within your Ear
The Stillness There—to Be Aware
Of what was always here
You’ve carried me
from nowhere—to now here
John Wyre35

33

William Schabas, Patricia Wardrop, John
Wyre,<http://thecanadianencyclopedia.com/index.cfm?pgNm=TCE&Params=U1ARTU0003750
> (5 September 2010).
34

John Wyre, Touched by Sound, A Drummer’s Journey, 2nd ed. (St. John’s
Newfoundland: Buka Music, 2007).
35

Ibid.
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Robin Engelman

Robin Engelman has been active throughout his career as an orchestral
percussionist, performer of new music, composer, educator, and historian. He studied
both percussion and composition with Warren Benson at Ithaca College in Ithaca, New
York.36 Warren Benson was inducted into the Percussive Arts Society Hall of Fame in
2003. He played an important role in the formation of the percussion ensemble Nexus.
After teaching at Ithaca, Benson was invited to become Professor of Composition at the
Eastman School of Music. It was he who introduced Bob Becker and Bill Cahn to John
Wyre and Robin Engelman and arranged their first concert together in 1971.37
As an orchestral percussionist, Engelman began his professional career in the
North Carolina Symphony and went on to perform with the New Hampshire Music
Festival Orchestra, the Louisville Orchestra, the Milwaukee Symphony, the Rochester
Philharmonic, and the Stratford Theatre and Music Festival Orchestras. He then became
the principal percussionist of the Toronto Symphony Orchestra in 1968.38
The performance of new music has also been a large part of Engelman’s
performance career, not only with Nexus, but with other groups as well. In 1971
Engelman began his association with the New Music Concerts in Toronto. In this
capacity, he worked with and performed music by Xenakis, Mather, Cage, and many
36

Nexus, Nexus Biography,<http://nexuspercussion.com/Nexus2.html> (30 August 2010)

37

Lauren Vogel Weiss, “Warren Benson,”Percussive Notes 41, no. 4 (August 2003): 8-9.

.

38

Robin Engelman, Robin Engelman biography,
<http://www.music.utoronto.ca/faculty/faculty_members/instructors_a_to_e/Robin_Engelman.ht
m> (12 March 2011).
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others. Engelman was involved with the opening concerts at the Expo ’70 in Osaka at the
Space Theatre.39
Engelman has written several works that have been performed and recorded by
Nexus. Bridge, for percussion quintet;Remembrance, for percussion quintet, trumpet and
two trombones; and Lullaby for Esméfor double lead pan solo and four percussionists,
have all been recorded by Nexus.40He has also composed several notable works for other
ensembles. Dance Movements for Harpand Marimba was commissioned by the
duoArpaTambora. It was premiered at the American harp Society International Harp
Convention in Cincinnati, Ohio. She Dances, was written in 2003 at the request of one of
todays most respected marimba soloists, She-e Wu. The piecewas premiered in 2004.
Engelman has also arranged several songs by Toru Takemitsu.41
Engelman has had a longtime interest in rope tensioned field drums from the
sixteenth through nineteenth centuries. This interest began with a meeting with Patrick
Cooperman in 1976. Cooperman later founded the Cooperman Drum Company, but at
this time he was selling Eames drums from his house. In the program notes published
along with his solo Clean It Up…Please, Engelman described the impact this meeting
had on him.
“The drums were not assembled- their separate parts stashed wherever
basement space permitted – and my initiation to the world of rope drums
began as Patrick put together what was to become my drum. He selected a
shell, skin heads, counter hoops, snare strainer, and a seemingly endless
39

Rick Mattingly, Leigh Howard Stevens, John Beck, Emil Richards, Bruce Mather,
Gary Kvistad and Kalman Cherry, “Nexus,”Percussive Notes 34, no. 4 (August 1996): 7-20.
40

Robin Engelman, Robin Engelman biography,
<http://www.music.utoronto.ca/faculty/faculty_members/instructors_a_to_e/Robin_Engelman.ht
m> (12 March 2011).
41

ibid.
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length of rope that tied them all together. The piece de résistance was his
demonstration of the pigtail knot that keeps the tension on the rope, and
the drag rope of slipknots for the excess Rope.
Patrick took me upstairs where we sat on his living room floor with
a drum pad. For about an hour he showed me his style of drumming. He
told me where to get books important to the history of music of the drum
and within a few weeks I was lookingat Bruce and Emmett’s “The
Drummer’s and Fifer’s Guide,” the first North American drum method in
modern notation.”42

Although Clean It Up…Please is Engelman’s only published rudimental snare
drum solo, he has written many pieces in the rudimental style. Songs for Soldiers, for
example, is an arrangement of four historic songs associated with military history. The
piece was written for the Canadian Brass and Nexus and was premiered in 2002 at the
Glenn Gould Theatre. Engelman was asked to provide the percussion arrangements for
the Canadian Brass recording Stars and Stripes: Canadian Brass Salute America. The
arrangements are in the ancient or open style that was in use during the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries. The recording also features Bob Becker, Russell Hartenberger, and
Ryan Scott as the percussion section.43
Engleman often lectures on the history of rudimental drumming, playing
techniques, and writing for the snare drum. His rudimental drumming clinics cover a
wide range of topics including military snare drums, drum notation from 1598 to 1869,
drum rudiments, military music for fifes, music from the AmericanWarforIndependence,
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French Revolution, the War of 1812, and the American Civil War.44 In addition to the
rudimental drumming clinics, Engelman also lectures on composing and performing
contemporary music for percussion. These lectures deal with the difficulties associated
with the performance problems associated with percussion set-ups in ensemble situations
and to help performers and composers better understand the percussionist’s art. He
clarifies issues in scoring, notation, orchestration, instrumental techniques, and the
logistics of time and space in his clinics.45
Engelman is the Director and Conductor of the University of Toronto Percussion
Ensemble. In 2002 he was the artisticdirectorThe Drummer’s Heritage Concert during
the Percussive Arts Society International Convention. The concert presented soloists and
ensembles representing virtually every style of rudimental drumming. The concert,
which was the largest in the history of the Percussive Arts Society, was documented by
two articles in the Journal of the Percussive Arts Society, Percussive Notes and a DVD
titled The Drummer’s Heritage Concert.
Robin Engelman performed his final concert as a regular member of Nexus on
November 23, 2009. He made the decision to leave the group because of ongoing vision
problems.
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Russell Hartenberger

Russell Hartenberger brings a wealth of knowledge and world music experience
to the Nexus ensemble. Hartenberger is a skilled orchestral performer, an expert in world
music, and a very successful educator.
Like the other members of Nexus, Hartenberger started his percussion education
with great teachers. As a student living in Oklahoma City, he had the opportunity to
study with one of America’s great orchestral percussionists Alan Abel.46 Coincidentally,
Abel studied with William Street, who also taught several of the other members of
Nexus. Upon Mr. Abel’s departure from Oklahoma City in 1959 to perform with the
Philadelphia Orchestra, Hartenberger had the opportunity to study with two other
distinguished orchestral percussionists: Tom Gauger and K. Dean Walker, the first
female percussionist to perform with the Oklahoma City Symphony.47 Hartenberger
continued his education at the Curtis Institute of Music, where he received his Bachelor
of Music degree. At Curtis, he again had the opportunity to studywitha highly respected
teacher and performer Fred D. Hinger. After graduating, Hartenberger joined the U.S.
Air Force Band and toured as a xylophone soloist. It was also during this time that he
earned his Master of Music degree from Catholic University where he again studied
under Alan Abel.48 From 1970 to 1974, Hartenberger studied at Wesleyan University,
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where he earned his PhD in world music. At Wesleyan, he had the opportunity to study
with several world music masters: South Indian Carnatic music and the mrdangam with
Ramnad Raghavan, North Indian tabla with ShardaSahai, Javanese gamelan with
Prawotosaputro, and West African drumming with Abraham Adzinyah. Today, Russel
Hartenberger is a distinguished educator and has served as the Dean of the Faculty of
Music at the University of Toronto, where he has been on the faculty since 1974. 49
As a performer, Hartenberger is a founding member of Nexus and has performed
in many diverse groups. He has been performing with Steve Reich and Musicians since
1971. Hartenberger has been involved with the premier performances of most of Reich’s
works that use percussion, including Drumming, Music for Pieces of Wood, Clapping
Music, Music for Mallet Instruments, Voices and Organ, Music for 18 Musicians,
Tehillim The Desert Music, Sextet, The Cave,and Daniel Variations.50
While at Wesleyan University, Richard Teitelbaum introduced Reich and
Hartenberger because of their shared interest in West African music. Hartenberger was
the first percussionist to be involved with the Reich’s ensemble. Other notable
percussionists to perform with the group are Bob Becker and Glen Velez, both of whom
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also share a deep knowledge of world drumming styles. Hartenberger performed on the
Grammy award-winning recording of Music for 18 Musicians.51
Although Hartenberger regularly performs with orchestras as a member of Nexus
or the Reich Ensemble, he has never pursued a career as an orchestral percussionist. In
an interview with fellow percussionist, Gary Kvistad, Hartenberger stated “I think my
main frustration in music was resolved when I decided not to pursue a career in orchestral
playing.”Hartenberger made the decision to step away from a career as an orchestral
percussionist in order to study non-western music and perform with Nexus. He states
that “My frustration at that time had been wanting to play more—not just counting rests
and playing little fragments of interesting phrases, and not wanting to be tone color but to
be an essential ingredient in the music.”52 The music of Reich and the other music
selections performed by Nexus give Hartenberger the opportunity to be more involved in
the music making than much of the orchestral repertoire.
Other ensembles that Hartenberger has performed with include the Paul Winter
Consort, John Wyre’s World Drums, Woodstock Beat, and New Music Concerts of
Toronto.53 He expressed his feelings for performing with Nexus in a recent interview this
way “It’s still the magic of two great hours of performing together, playing music you
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like with people that you feel comfortable being with. I think that’s really what keeps us
going”.
Considering Hartenberger’s knowledge and love for world music, it comes as no
surprise that he would compose a snare drum solo in the style of South Indian mrdangam
playing. Hartenberger sees this trend of different musical styles converging inevitable:
It’s an inevitable thing. I used to think it was too bad that it was
happening when I was first beginning to study world musics and to realize
that they were, in a sense, heading toward extinction. I worried about it,
but now I realize that it’s not extinction; it’s just modification. It’s just
like species changing in evolution. It’s neither good nor bad. It just is. I
think that’s happening in music too. It’s too bad that a certain kind of
great music might no longer exist, but another great music that has never
existed before might emerge from it.54
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William Cahn

Like his colleagues in Nexus, William “Bill” Cahn has been fortunate enough to
develop an interesting and diverse career as a performer, composer and educator. He has
achieved a high degree of success in all of these fields.
Mr. Cahn began his percussion studies at a fairly young age. While living in
Philadelphia, Cahn began studying percussion in the third grade. At that time, the music
program was very well established in the public schools and most students in
Philadelphia were involved in music.55
It was during junior high that Cahn set his mind on a career in music. Cahn
credits his teacher at the time, Joseph Huttling, with motivating him by making music and
drumming enjoyable. During an interview with his former teacher John Beck, Cahn
remarked on two events that helped to solidify music as his path in life. He describes his
“goose bump” moment while performing with the All-Philadelphia junior band. It
occurred during a rehearsal of an arrangement of Wachetauf, a choral prelude by Bach.
Also during this time, he met Fred Hinger, the timpanist for the Philadelphia Orchestra.
For the next four years, Hinger gave lessons to Cahn free of charge.56
Cahn was also fortunate enough to play in the percussion ensemble at the
Settlement Music School under the direction of Alan Abel. Both Alan Abel and Fred
Hinger have since been inducted into the Percussive Arts Society Hall of Fame. William
Cahn has also been inducted into the PAS Hall of Fame as a member of Nexus. After
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such a great early music education, Cahn went to the Eastman School of Music to study
with William Street.57
Cahn has performed as a soloist and as a member of Nexus with orchestras all
over the world. He was the principal percussionist in the Rochester Philharmonic
Orchestra from 1968 to 1995. At that time, he was the youngest principal percussionist
with a major symphony orchestra.58 It is interesting to note that his wife, Ruth, is also a
very accomplished percussionist, both as a performer and educator and was also in the
percussion section of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra.59
Not surprisingly, Cahn has written several works for percussion and orchestra.
Although he has had no formal training as a composer, Cahn has been very prolific. His
piece,Rosewood Dreaming, was originally commissioned by marimba virtuoso, Leigh
Howard Stevens, as a solo with percussion quintet accompaniment. It is now available as
a marimba solo with both orchestra or wind-band accompaniments.60 Other notable
works for percussion and orchestra include In Ancient Temple Gardens, Night Ride, and
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many of his novelty ragtime arrangements. The ragtime arrangements include Fluffy
Ruffles, Xylophonia, An Indian Story and A Bunch of Roses.61
Nexus is credited with the revival in the interest of novelty xylophone ragtime
music. William Cahn has arranged many of the xylophone ragtime pieces that appear on
percussion recitals and concerts around the world. Cahn credits his interest in the genre
to William Street, his teacher at the Eastman School of Music. Street had him prepare
pieces from George Hamilton Green’s Xylophone Solos of Famous Sam Fox Successes.
The ragtime solos offered a repertoire created for the xylophone at a time when most
students were mostly limited to transcriptions of cello, violin, and flute pieces. At the
time, there was little interest in xylophone ragtime music.62
While searching for unique and nonwestern instruments in an antique shop, Cahn
happened upon a recording of George H. Green. This inspired him to search for more
xylophone recordings and information. The results of his search were published in the
book The Xylophone in Acoustic Recordings, 1877-1929, which lists a 264-page
discography.63
Several of Cahn’s compositions are influenced by nonwestern styles of music.
Afrodditty, which is included in the Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum along with Raga no.
1 are the most popular. Raga no. 1 is influenced by North Indian music and has become
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a standard in the solo timpani repertoire. There is also Raga no. 2 and Afrodditty 2, both
of which are included in Six Concert Pieces for Solo Timpani.
Cahn regularly gives lectures, master classes, and clinics at universities and
schools. His areas of expertise are incredibly varied and his lectures include topics like
Creative Music Making, Small Percussion Instruments in the Orchestra, Performing Live
with Midi, the Business of Music, Teaching Total Percussion, What to Listen for in
Cymbals, Concert Bass Drum Performance, the Influence of Non-Western Music in
Western Art Music and Introduction to Improvisation.64
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Chapter 3
The Portfolio

The snare drum solo has evolved from its military and marching band origins into
a genre all its own. It continues to be the main percussion instrument for marching
ensembles, but it is now equally at home on the concert stage. Since the 1960s
composers have increasingly written for the snare drum as a solo concert instrument.
One piece of note is Warren Benson’s Three Dances, composed in 1961. The piece is for
solo snare drum and is now a standard in the repertoire. Today the snare drum can be
found featured as the solo in an orchestral concerto, or as solo instrument, performing
music influenced by any number of world cultures.
The Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum is a collection of five snare drum solos.
Each solo is written by one of the five members of the percussion ensemble Nexus. The
solos reflect the individuality of each composer. They represent a variety of
compositional techniques and styles.
Afrodditty, by William Cahn, was inspired by West African drumming. It is in
12/8 time, but often the meter is obscured by syncopation and over-the-bar phrasing of
rhythmic patterns. During the middle section of the piece, Cahn treatment of the drum
may remind some of the djembe playing of West Africa.
Robin Engelman’s Clean It Up…Please is in the style of a traditional rudimental
solo. He has used standard rudiments as the basis for the entire composition. Engelman
does from time to time offer unusual sticking choices and a few phrases that are more
modern. This piece the most traditional snare drum solo that is included in the portfolio.
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New-thaan, by Bob Becker is influenced by the North Indian musical traditions.
His solo may be perceived as a rudimental solo with some North Indian influences. The
solo is performed over a sixteen-beat repeated melody. The accompaniment may be
either electronic or acoustic and the instrumentation is left up to the performer. Many
recent performances have made use of readily available percussion instruments including
the marimba, vibes, bells, and wood blocks. The solo itself is very rudimental, making
use of rolls, paradiddles and flam rudiments throughout the work. It is to be performed
on any snare drum and may be performed muted and with snares off as in Becker’s
earlier workMudra.
Raghavan, composed by Russell Hartenberger, is also influenced by the music of
India,specifically South Indian mrdangam playing. Raghavan may also be looked at as a
multi percussion solo. In addition to the snare drum, the soloist performs with twotomtoms. The left hand plays the two tom-toms and the snare drum, while the right hand
plays the snare drum and snare drum rim shots. The piece mimics the sounds of the
mrdangam, which is a drumfeaturedin South Indian Carnatic music.
Cinq, by John Wyre, is written in the style of orchestral snare drum repertoire.
Wyre makes full use of the snare drum’s dynamic capabilities. The significance of the
number five can be found throughout the piece. It is written in 15/8, which is expressed
in five beats per measure, and there are five members of Nexus and there are twelve fivemeasure phrases.
The differences in style can also be seen in the notational styles of the composers.
All five pieces use traditional notation, but there are some subtle differences in the
notational details. The choice of clef is immediately noticeable. Becker uses the treble
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clef for New-thaan, Wyre and Cahn use a neutral clef while Engelman and Hartenberger
use no clef at all. Four of the composers choose to use a five line staff.1Engelman chose
to use a one-line staff. While this is not uncommon to use a five line staff, it is equally
common to use a one-line staff for snare drum.
Another interesting difference is the sticking indication. Wyre gave no indication
at all as to what sticking to use while Cahn chose to include the sticking indication for
every note. Engelman gave the stickings he felt necessary to indicate the appropriate
rudimental figures and a few for phrasing purposes. Becker also indicates almost every
sticking that should be used: his stickings are mostly rudimental, but some appear to be
for phrasing purposes only. Hartenberger did not have to include stickings in Raghavan,
because the piece is notated with the left hand playing the two tom-toms and the right
hand playing the snare drum. The left hand does also play the snare drum, indicated by
having the stems pointing down, while the right hand snare drum notes have the stems
pointing up.
Each of the snare drum solos found in the Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum is a
reflection of the different interests and styles of each individual composer. It is also a
look at the many different approaches to writing for the snare drum solo that exist today.
Composers may choose to write for a traditional rudimental solo, an orchestral style piece
or a piece influenced by any number of world musical styles. Additionally, many popular
snare drum solos are now written in the style of modern drum corps writing. This style is
similar to the traditional rudimental style, but with much emphasis on complicated
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stickings and variations of traditional rudiments. Thesnare drum solo has evolved into a
genre that is as accepted on the recital stage as it is in a parade contest.
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Chapter 4
Afrodditty

Afrodditty, by William L. Cahn, is a clever piece written using rhythms drawn
from African drumming. In the program notes for the piece, Cahn describes the work as
“an eccentric, little, song-like piece for snare drum by William L. Cahn which uses
rhythms of African derivation….”1The piece is entirely in 12/8 and has no tempo
changes. It is characterized by almost constant double stroke roll that is broken up by
explosive, and very syncopated accents and rim shots.
The piece is divided into three sections. The outer two are similar in style,
using double-stroked sixteenth notes that are interrupted with very syncopated accents
and rimshots. Contrastingly, the middle section is performed with the snares turned off
and closely imitates a style of playing that would be common on the African djembe.
The djembe is a single headed goblet shaped drum found primarily in West Africa.
The work opens with a dramatic eight-measure introduction. The solo begins at ff
with three accented eighth notes. The introduction continues to build with several
swelling crescendos and closes with a final statement similar to the opening three eighth
notes, only this time a grace note is added to each. The first section begins in bar nine.
Immediately, the soloist is challenged by the meticulous sticking indications provided by
Cahn. It is common for a composer to indicate the desired stickings in a snare drum
piece to help facilitate a difficult passage or to create a certain musical effect, especially
if the composer is a percussionist. Cahn, however, indicates which hand should play
1
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Fig. 2. Differrent notationnal styles useed in Afroddditty
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The first section is very energetic and maintains the 12/8 feel, although there are some
hemiola accent patterns. The section ends in bar 32 with a diminuendo in the second
section
Section two may be looked at as the most African-sounding section of the piece.
The performer must continue to play while turning the snares off in measure 33. Cahn
sets up a djembe-like section at this point on the snare drum. The djembe is played with
three basic sounds. From lowest sounding to highest they are the bass, the open tone and
the slap tone. Cahn appears to mimic these sounds on the snare drum by having the
performer play in the center of the drum at the edge of the drum, and with accents near
the edge of the drum. With the snares being turned off, the sound of the drum can be
heard very clearly. The center of the drum will have the most tension and will sound the
driest and have the least high overtones. This will imitate the bass sound of a djembe.
Near the edge, the drum will produce a very ringing sound with more high overtones.
This will imitate the sound of the open djembe tone. The slap appears to be represented
by the accents near the rim. At first glance, one might think the rim shots near the edge
would be imitating the slap, but when looking closely, you see that the rim shots only
appear at the end of the section and only mimic the familiar bell pattern found in African
and Afro-Cuban 12/8 and 6/8 styles. I would argue that the rim shot is actually a bell
voice and not a slap. To aid with the rim shots, I suggest playing on the rim closest to the
performer. This will eliminate the need for extra movement when moving from notes
near the rim to rim shots.
The rim shots introduced in measure 68 are the familiar bell pattern found in
many African and Afro-Cuban traditional rhythms. Many musicians may recognize this
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pattern as thee Afro-Cubann 6/8 clave rhythm.
r
How
wever, 12/8 meter seemss a more
apppropriate trranscription of the originnal African timeline,
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whiich is actually seven pullses
plus five pulsses.2
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thhe bass voicee.
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n the edgge.
The trraditional fiffe and drum tuneThe Thrree Camps would
w
make an excellentt
prrimer for Afr
frodditty.TheeThree Campps is also in 12/8 and all unaccented notes are
double-strokeed. The acceented strokess are much less syncopaated and will help to preppare
thhe proper tecchnique neceessary for peerforming thee more difficcult writing in Afroddittyy,
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Fig. 10. Exceerpt from Thhree Camps

Cahn has expandeed upon this compositionn with a timppani solo enttitled Afroddditty
2,, which can be played ass a solo or ass a duet withh Afrodditty being
b
perforrmed on the
snnare drum. The
T two soloos work togeether very well
w as a duett. Afroddittyy 2 is publishhed
inn the collectiion entitledSSix Concert Pieces
P
for Soolo Timpani.. The collecction also
inncludes Raga
a 2, which iss influenced by north Inddian tabla music,
m
much like
l Cahn’s
eaarlier solo, Raga
R
No. 1 for
f Timpani.3

3

Tom Morgan, “Seelected Review
ws of New Perrcussion Literrature and Reecordings,”
Percussive Nottes 40, no. 3 (June
(
2002): 72.
7
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Chapter 5
Cinq

John Wyre has written a very interesting composition for his contribution to the
Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum. He provides a short and to the point description for the
piece “ ‘Cinq’ (pronounced “sangk” in French) means five. The title seemed appropriate,
since it refers to the five members of Nexus as well as the five pieces in this collection.”1
Wyre uses the concept of five throughout the structure of the piece. The work is
in 15/8, which is grouped as five dotted quarter notes per measure. All of the phrases are
five measures long. There are eleven phrases, each containing five full measures. There
are five additional measures used to frame the piece. There is a two bar roll that serves to
introduce the piece and a three-measure roll that brings it to a conclusion.2
The style is that of an orchestral snare drum etude. This is not surprising
considering that much of Wyre’s career was spent as an orchestral timpanist. The solo is
an exercise in subtlety. While many snare drum solos rely upon speed, stamina, and
rudiments, Cinq draws upon the performer’s ability to control subtleties of the drum.
While in a few brief instances the piece does reach forte, the majority of the time the
performer is challenged to navigate slight shadings within soft dynamic levels. In fact,
the piece opens with a two-measure buzz roll, but there is no beginning dynamic
indicated, nor is there a dynamic indicated at the release of the crescendo. The first full
five-measure phrase is performed with several accented and diminuendo rolls without

1

John Wyre, Cinque, (Everett, PA: HoneyRock, 1998).

2

Ibid.
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anny real indiccation of the intended dyynamic level. Finally a dynamic
d
marrking is giveen at
thhe beginning
g of measuree 8 to begin the
t second phrase
p
of the piece. I do not feel the lack
of dynamic markings
m
is an
a oversight: the entire piece is full of
o stair-step dynamic
d
chaanges
annd subtle shaadings. It iss hard to imaagine an acciidental omission in the first
fi seven
m
measures.
Begin
nning with thhe second phhrase of this rather
r
short solo, every other
o
phrasee
coonsists of a different
d
onee-measure iddea that is repeated on diifferent dynaamic levels. The
dyynamics alw
ways follow the
t pattern of
o p, mf, f, mf,
m and p. Thhe one measuure motives do
not appear to be related too each other nor to any of
o the other musical
m
mateerial that is
prresented in alternation
a
w these phhrases
with

q, repeated one-bar
o
motivves.
Fig. 11. Cinq

Measu
ures eight thhrough twelvve really settlle in and hellp the listeneer begin to feeel
p bar. Befo
fore this phraase the time was
w very am
mbiguous. The many ressts,
thhe 5 pulses per
syyncopated en
ntrances,andd non-terminnating rolls keep
k
the meteer from beinng obvious.
W
Wyre
then setts up the meeter nicely annd the repetittion aids in clarifying
c
thhe meter. Thhe
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im
mportance off the numberr five is alsoo apparent inn the five-meeasure phrasee with five beats
b
per measure.
hird phrase gives
g
our firsst look at thee only rhythm
mically unify
fying gesturee in
The th
he buzz roll beginning
b
onn the secondd half of beatt three appeaars throughout
thhe piece. Th
thhe compositiion.

Fig. 12. Cinq
q, measure 23,
2 non-termiinating roll

T rhythmicc figure actuually first apppears in meaasures four and
This
a five, but may go
unnnoticed by the listener until it appeears in contexxt with a verry strong 15//8 pulse. Figgure
13 shows som
me of the diffferent instannces in whichh this gesturre appears.

Fig. 13. Cinq
q, measures 23,
2 33, 35, 37
3 and 45

E
Each
time it appears,
a
the roll is accennted and marrked with a diminuendo.
d
I believe the
inntention is to
o begin the rooll slightly above
a
the wrritten dynam
mic and diminnuendo to a level
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sllightly below
w the writtenn level and thhenproceedbby returning to the originnal dynamic
leevel. In everry instance, the
t written dynamic
d
is piano.
p
The performer will find severral technical obstacles to maneuver when
w
perform
ming
thhis figure. First,
F
the placcement rhythhmically willl require carreful subdiviision of the beat.
b
I suggest beginning the fiigure with thhe left hand. At the indiccated tempo of dotted
quuarter equals 88-94, the skeletal rhythm for the buzz
b
roll willl most likelyy be sixteentth
notes. Beginn
ning the buzzz roll on thee left hand will
w maintain the natural right
r
hand-leead
stticking of the sixteenth-nnote pattern..

Fig. 14. Non
n-terminatingg roll skeletaal pattern

The next
n issue to overcome iss how to hanndle the non-terminating roll. A nonteerminating ro
oll is any rolll that is not directly tiedd to a single stroke. Manny times the
percussionist must decidee a composerr’s true intennt when a noon-terminatinng roll is wriitten.
M
Many
times itt is only the percussionisst’s experiennce and listening skills thhat help
determine exaactly how a roll
r should be
b played. Inn this case, we
w can be suure that Johnn
W
Wyre
knew exactly
e
how he
h wanted thhe roll to be interpreted. Wyre madee the decisioon to
tiie some rollss to the follow
wing single stroke note and to leavee others sepaarate. The
performer mu
ust be carefuul to leave a slight
s
separaation betweeen the roll annd the follow
wing
siingle stroke when a tie iss not presentt.
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To ach
hieve the correct amounnt of separation, I suggesst simply metering the rooll
w a skeletaal pattern of sixteenth nootes and leavving off the sixteenth
with
s
notte immediateely
prreceding thee next single stroke.

Fig. 15. Meaasure 23 as written
w
and actually
a
perfoormed

Fig. 16. Skeleetal pattern illustrating
i
thhe interpretaation of a nonn-terminatinng roll

Wyre increases thhe difficulty in measure forty-eight
f
b shorteningg the roll by two
by
siixteenth notees. The sam
me performannce technique would appply. There shhould be
seeparation between the rooll and the foollowing notte.

Fig. 17. Cinq,, measure 488 written andd skeletal nootation
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Measures 48 through 52 appear to offer the most opportunity to exhibit dynamic
control and the ability to nuance the snare drum musical line. The five measures are
identical rhythmically, but syncopation, tempo, non-terminating roll, quick dynamic
turns, and sudden dynamic changes combine to create a very interesting phrase. The
phrase builds to the climax of the piece on the downbeat of measure 53.
Cinq is drawn to a close by gradually winding down the dynamic level and
releasing the tension created in the previous phrase. It ends with a three-measure buzz
roll that fades the piece out to a quiet close.
There is no indication as to what type of drum should be used, but the style of the
solo suggests that a well-tuned orchestral snare drum would be appropriate,witheither a
wood or metal shell. The depth of the drum is not a concern as long as it speaks very
well when played at a soft dynamic level. The snares should respond well throughout the
dynamic range but especially well when played softly. Also, since the piece is mostly
single-line rhythmic figures that are played with an alternating sticking, the drum should
be perfectly in tune so as not to draw attention to the sticking of the passages.
The only other performance problem that may be encountered is the very quick
duple to triple subdivision changes found in measures 43 through 47. I would suggest an
alternating sticking pattern throughout this section. The key to a good performance of
this section is to begin practicing the part slowly, making sure to perform the rhythms
accurately. Gradually increase the tempo as you gain control of the changing
subdivisions. The following exercise may prove to be beneficial as a part of the warmup routine or as a preparatory exercise.
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Fig. 18. Timiing exercise

Wyre’s piece stannds out in thee genre of soolo snare druumming not because
b
of thhe
inncredible tecchnique requuired to perfoorm it or the need for staamina or speed, althoughh
thhere is a con
nsiderable am
mount of virttuosity requiired to perforrm it. Cinq stands out
because of em
mphasis on sound
s
and exxpression. A proper perfformance off Cinq shouldd
leeave the audience with a feeling of musical
m
conteentedness, not
n an impresssion of the
performer’s “chops.”
“
Johhn Wyre oncce wrote
“Today thhere seems to
t be too much
m
emphaasis placed on
o
technique and winninng competitioons. As artt imitates liffe,
maybe thiis is a simpple reflectioon of our teechnologicallly
driven cullture. Settinng students or
o young muusicians off on
o
the path of
o discoveryy is the heeart of learnning to learrn.
Allowing young talennt to be whaatever it can be instead of
what we think
t
it shouuld be. To the young artist I say –
Touch me. Techniquee is a meanss not an end. Music is not
n
about prooving yourseelf, it’s aboout finding yourself annd
sharing yoour discoveryy.”3

Cinq is
i written noot as a solo for
fo displayingg technique, but as a solo displayingg
m
musicianship
. It is no acccident that Wyre’s
W
contrribution to thhe Nexus Porrtfolio for Snnare
D
Drum
is writtten in this styyle.

3

n
John Wyre, Touchhed by Sound,, A Drummer’s Journey, 2nd
ed. (St. Johhn’s
N
Newfoundland
d: Buka Musicc, 2007).
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Chapter 6
Clean It Up …Please
Clean It Up…Please, by Robin Engelman presents the percussionist with an
opportunity to study and prepare music based on ancient military rudimental snare
drumming. In many ways this piece represents the most traditional snare drum solo in
the portfolio, at least in terms of western snare drum writing and techniques. The style is
that of the drumming used in the U.S. military in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
to accompany fife music and to regulate the camp life of the soldiers. It comes as no
surprise that the only published snare drum solo composed by Robin Engelman is written
in this style. He is an expert on snare drumming from this time period and often lectures
and writes on this topic.
While Clean It Up…Please is Engelman’s only published snare drum solo, it is
certainly not his only composition for rope drum. His interest in rope drumming began in
the 1970s and continues today. Robin’s interest in this style of snare drumming began
shortly after graduating from college and was rekindled in 1976 with the Bicentennial of
the United States of America. He bought a rope tensioned, gut snared field drum from
Patrick Cooperman. Later, Cooperman would found the Cooperman Fife and Drum
Company, which became the largest supplier of rope tension drums.1Robin describes the
experience in an appreciation, included with his solo, as this
“…and my initiation to the world of rope drums began as Patrick put together
what was to become my drum. He selected a shell, skinheads, counterhoops, snare
strainer and a seemingly endless length of rope that tied them all together. The piece de
1

Robin Engelman, interview by the author, email, 23 April 2010.
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resistance was his demonstration of the pigtail knot that keeps the tension on the rope,
and the drag rope of slip knots for the excess rope.” 2 Obviously this experience had a
profound effect on Engelman. Today he still speaks of it and lectures, writes and
researches the history of rope drumming. In 2010, Engelman wrote the percussion parts
for the Canadian Brass CD recording Stars and Stripes: Canadian Brass Salute America.
In the arrangements, Engelman composed in the “ancient” or “open” style that was
prevalent during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.3
When I first discussed the solo with Mr. Engelman, he described it as “…a tribute
to what John S. Pratt would call “The Ancient Style” of field drum playing. That is to
say, a slow tempo and very open approach to playing the rolls and grace notes that fit
those tempi.”4 John S. Pratt is most famous for his book 14 Modern Contest Solos, which
was first published in 1959.
For my research, Engelman provided some special notes on the interpretation of
this style of drumming. This is needed because most percussionists today do not
accurately interpret the open style. I believe this is because of the extended time spent
studying the closed ororchestral drumming and the modern “corps” style of playing,
which is notated in a different way. The ancient style requires the flams to be performed
in an open manner with space between the grace note and the primary note. Likewise,
the drag rudiments are open to the point of almost becoming thirtysecond notes. In the

2

Robin Engelman, Clean It Up---Please, (Everett, PA: HoneyRock, 1998).

3

Robin Engelman, Rope Drums and Brass, 1 March 2010,
<http://www.nexuspercussion.com/2010/03/rope-drums-and-brass/#more-7589> (28 August
2010).
4

Robin Engelman, email correspondence with the author, 21 April 2010.
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foollowing exaample, you can
c see the notated
n
part on
o the upperr line and thee rhythmic
innterpretation
n on the loweer line.

Fig. 19. Clea
an It Up…Pllease, exampple of approppriate interprretation of grrace notes

Noticee how the grrace notes arre illustratedd as being so open as to create
c
the
perception off notated rhyythm. In perfformance, hoowever, duee to the stickiings and
performance practice of the
t rudimentts, the notes will sound too the listeneer as grace nootes
annd not as parrt of the funddamental rhyythmic struccture. It is im
mperative that the solo be
b
played at the indicated 844 beats per minute
m
to maaintain the prroper style, sound
s
and
teechnique inteended by thee composer.
Engellman has com
mposed the piece
p
with many
m
very traaditional com
mponents annd a
feew not so traaditional elem
ments. The phrase struccture is a tradditional eighht-bar phrasee.
T first five phrases endd with a veryy strong acceented cadencce on the lastt beat of the
The
phhrase follow
wed by pick-uup notes to the
t next phraase. This heelps to createe very clear-ccut
phhrases and emphasizes
e
t traditionaal sound of the
the
t solo. Meeasure 30 proovides the fiirst
m
modern
writin
ng in the pieece. Abruptlly, Engelmann abandons the
t traditional strictly
ruudimental sty
yle and empploys what many
m
corps sttyle snare drrummers would call a Puud-aduuh. It is sim
mply triplets with
w the sticck RRL. I would
w
also suuggest that thhis is a variattion
of a drag rudiiment. Noticce how meassures 33 andd 25 have verry similar stiickings and
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acccents. The only real difference is thhe density of the doubled notes. In bar
b 25, the
doubled notess are grace notes
n
with prrimary accennts on the weeak parts of the
t beat. In
m
measure
33, the
t doubled notes
n
are parrt of the rhytthmic structuure yet the accented
a
notees
arre still placeed on a weakk part of the beat.
b

Fig. 20. Clea
an It Up…Pllease measurres 25 and 333

The phrase beginnning with thee pickup dottted eighth note
n roll in baar 40 also hiints
att a more mod
dern approacch. Engelman has writteen a series of rolls whichh begin withh a
non-traditionaal sticking, using
u
the left
ft hand to beggin the roll on
o the up beaat and the rigght
hand to begin
n a roll on the second sixxteenth note of the beat. The sectionn has quick
crrescendo and
d decrescenddo rolls, andd cadences inn bar 48 on a fifteen-stroke roll leadiing
directly into the
t next phraase beginninng at Letter B.
B The new section furthher explores
rhhythmic synccopation by beginning ruudimental phhrases on thee weaker parrts of the beaat
annd carrying figures across the bar linne. We returrn to a strongg cadence inn measure 722 to
seet up the thirrd and most exciting secction of the piece
p
at Letteer C. Engelm
man creates
sttrong forwarrd motion byy utilizing ann accent pattern based onn accenting every
e
third
siixteenth notee.

Fig. 21. Clea
an It Up…Pllease measurres 78 and 799
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Gradu
ually, the dynnamics and intensity
i
aree increased too a climax att bar 97. Thhe
syyncopated rh
hythmic figuure continuess in a two-m
measure repeaating patternn that graduaally
sttair-steps fro
om fff to mf.. Leading innto Letter D, measure 1005, Engelmann uses the
syyncopated paattern as a vehicle for metric
m
modulaation. This is
i quite unussual for a sollo in
thhis style. Hee modulates the accentedd dotted eighht-note into the
t new 6/8 time
t
signatuure.
Cleary
y, this sectioon has a morre lilting feell and requirees the perform
mer to perfoorm
very quick drrag figures, abruptly
a
cadeencing stronngly in bar 112. Bar 1133 begins a
w
winding
down
n with muchh less rhythm
mic activity. Engelman does,
d
howevver, include a
very non-trad
ditional stickking pattern to
t end the phhrase

Fig. 22. Clea
an It Up…Pllease measurres 119-120

T RRLL fig
The
gure begins and ends wiith an accentt, which is diifficult in itsself, but
coompounding
g the difficullty is a long decrescendoo over the tw
wo bars.
The fiinal bar also lends a moddern touch too the solo. Instead of a ending
e
with a
fllurry of notees, Engelmann ends the piiece with a piano
p
crush roll
r and a piaanissimo sticck
taap to conclud
de the piece.. It almost seems as if he
h is purposefully leavingg the piece
hanging in the air, as if thhere is more to come.
Theree are several technical annd musical coonsiderationns to address before and
duuring the preeparation off the solo. Fiirst, the perfo
former must have full conntrol of
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traditional rudimental drumming. There are twenty-one separate rudiments throughout
the piece:
Flamacue
Flam
Flam Paradiddle
Single Stroke Seven
Drag
Single Ratamacue
Single Drag Tap
Double Drag
Flam Accent
5 stroke Roll
6 Stroke Roll
7 Stroke Roll
9 Stroke Roll
11 Stroke Roll
13 Stroke Roll
15 Stroke Roll
17 Stroke Roll
Long Roll
Press Roll
Double Paradiddle
Drag Paradiddle
The rudiments are used in various combinations and should be practiced both
right and left hand lead. The performer should be comfortable enough with the rudiments
to be able to begin them on the down beat or upbeat and at all different dynamic levels.
Fortunately, rudiments are considered by most percussion teachers to be the fundamental
technical building block for all other drumming. All of the rudiments are combinations
of four simple strokes: accents, taps, rebounds, and grace notes. Study of the rudiments
will prepare the percussionist for success on many percussion instruments.
I recommend several exercises to develop the rudimental techniques that are
required in this solo. The most important consideration is understanding the role of each
individual hand in performing a rudiment. I call this “hand isolation.” It is important that
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you master th
he stroke com
mbinations used
u
in each rudiment wiith each handd separately.
For instance, in the first phrase
p
of thee piece you must
m perform
m consecutivve hand-to-haand
mes. While this
t techniquue is very sim
mple, it will illustrate thee technique
fllams five tim
necessary to cleanly
c
perfoorm all rudim
ments at anyy given temppo. As illustrrated in figuure
tw
wenty-three, the flam is played
p
with only two strrokes: one grrace note annd one primaary
note.

Fig. 23. The flam

When
n playing twoo or more flaams consecuutively, noticce the patternn of strokes for
ual hand. Thhis can easilyy be heard byy playing thee rudiment with
w the handds on
eaach individu
coontrasting su
urfaces, suchh as the headd and rim of a drum. Nootice that the
riight hand mu
ust perform first
f
a primaary note thenn a grace notee or one accented note
foollowed by one
o unaccentted tap.

Fig. 24. Multtiple Flams demonstratin
d
ng the low and
a high stickking patterns

It wou
uld be benefi
ficial to mastter the technique of quickly performing accent/taap
patterns with each hand separately
s
in order to faccilitate propeer flam technnique.
ughout the soolo, Engelmaan has writteen roll rudim
ments of various durationns.
Throu
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Several pitfallls present thhemselves when perform
ming the roll sections. Foor less
exxperienced players,
p
it wiill be importtant to keep the
t tempo stteady as youu play througgh the
loonger note values. I suggest using a metronome when practiicing. This will
w ensure that
t
thhe easier secctions do not rush ahead of the 84 beats per minuute tempo annd it will assiist in
not dragging the longer roolled notes.
Even more experiienced playeers must pay close attentiion to the maany dynamicc
chhanges that occur
o
duringg rolls. Caree must be takken not to fluuctuate temppo as the
dyynamic chan
nges. This iss especially difficult wheen playing a crescendo roll.
r
Anotheer
coommon misttake is to cruush or tighten the final reebounded nootes of a roll as you com
mplete
thhe roll and move
m
to an acccented tap.

Fig. 25. Clean
n It Up…Pleease measuree 42, Cresceendo Roll example

Crush
hing the doubble strokes at
a the beginnning roll musst also be avooided at loudder
d especially when
w
perforrming accentted rolls.
dyynamics and

Fig. 26. Clean
n It Up…Pleease measuree 97. Accennted Roll
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I recommend
d playing the following exercise in prreparation foor performinng this solo.

Fig. 27. Cresscendo and decrescendo
d
roll exercisee.

Be surre to practice with a mettronome andd make sure to
t keep the diddles
d
evenn as
d
firsst
you navigate the differentt dynamic raanges. If this exercise prroves to be difficult,
keletal patteern, without the
t rolls. Onnce you are comfortablee with the sinngleprractice the sk
sttroke dynam
mic changes, add the rollss.
Althou
ugh the piecce is throughh-composed, there does appear
a
to be a unifying
rhhythmic figu
ure that can be
b found throoughout. Thhe three overr two accentt pattern of 1-A1
& is used in many
m
differeent contexts and serves too somewhat unify differrent sections.
Several exam
mples of this can be seen in Figure 288

Fig. 28. Meassures 9, 18, 59,
5 77 and 99 demonstraating the rhyythmic
m
motive
1-A-&
&
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The final technical consideration to contend with while preparing Clean It
Up...Please is the actual drum that will be used in performance. Although any deep field
drum could be used, I recommend using a rope-tension drum modeled after the drums in
use during the last half of the eighteenth century and first half of the nineteenth century.
These drums would have been of roughly “square” dimensions such as 16 inches in
diameter by 16 inches in depth. The drum should be rope tensioned and have a calfskin
batter head and either a thinner calfskin head or goatskin head on bottom. The snares
should be natural gut and secured either directly between the flesh hoop and counter hoop
or secured with a leather butt strap and brass snare strainer. This type of drum is
available from several manufacturers today, the most popular examples being from the
Cooperman Fife and Drum Company. Military historian and drum builder George
Carroll also builds world-renownedreplica period drums.
A major consideration to keep in mind when selecting a rope drum for
performance is the amount of rebound it produces. Most snare drummers today use drum
heads made of a plastic film instead of the traditional calfskin head. The plastics heads
can easily be tensioned very tight using the lug and tension rod tuning system available
on modern style drums and will produce a very high amount of rebound when the stick
strikes the head. A larger diameter rope drum with a skin head will have significantly
less rebound to aid the drummer in performance. This is due to two main factors: the
larger diameter of the drum and the lower-pitched tuning inherent in rope-tension
systems. Much more control and work will be required to achieve the same quality of
sound.
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This is especially true of rolls or any technique requiring the performer to
manipulate the rebound of the stick from the drum head.
As with any performance on a percussion instrument, the sticks chosen for should
compliment the drum being played. If you are using a deep-shell rope drum, you may
want to choose a stick that has a large diameter and large bead size. A large stick will
help to produce a full sound on the larger drum. While the exact sound desired may
differ depending on the soloists tastes, I would recommend a stick with a diameter
between .680 inches and 730 inches. A large bead will also help to create a full sound on
a large drum.
I believe it is also important to fully understand the style of drumming that is
being honored with this solo. There is a rich history and repertoire that has been
preserved over the years. A preliminary study of the history and style will aid the
performer in preparing Clean It Up…Please. There are several very popular rope drum
pieces that may prove helpful preparatory works, including The Downfall of Paris and
The Three Camps.
In addition, observing the “ancient” style of playing will assist in applying the
proper style. There are very few groups today that play with this style. Most marching
groups today, even those performing on rope drums, use a modern drum corps style of
playing or at least a playing style that is heavily influenced by the corps style. This style
is more rigid and has developed due to the changes in drum construction and head
selection. The corps style is very well suited for playing on very tight drum heads and
allows the performer to control very quickly rebounding sticks with great clarity. The
style of playing that should be used when performing Clean it up…Please requires the
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performer to play with relaxed arms and a looser grip. The lack of tension will help to
create the proper tone from the larger drum. Performing in this style can be seen today in
the drumming of the West Point Hellcats, the Colonial Williamsburg Fifes and Drums,
the US Army 3rd Infantry Old Guard and many community groups throughout the
Northeastern United States.
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Chapter 7
New-thaan

New-thaan, by Bob Becker, combines elements of rudimental snare drumming with
elements of North Indian Hindustani classical music. The title of the solo, New-Thaan, is
actually a play on the Hindi word Uthan, meaning “rising up,” which is a reference to the
opening elaboration in a classical tabla solo. The Uthan is usually played as an
introduction before launching into the theme or Tihai for the first time.1
The solo is intended to be playedover a sixteen-beat rhythmic cycle, or Tala. This
particular cycle is referred to as Tin Tal. It is the most commonly used Tal in North
Indian music.
Becker has indicated that the solo should be played over an aural background
consisting of a chordal drone, a 16 beat melody and also percussive accents. The accents
outline the Tintal and can be played on woodblocks or by hand clapping. Traditionally,
the Tin Tal is expressed by the audience clapping on the first beat, on the fifth beat then
waving (no clapping) on the ninth beat and lastly, clapping on the thirteenth beat.2
Becker has outlined this pattern with accented, high-pitch percussive sounds on beats
one, nine and thirteen of the pattern, while beat nine is an unaccented lower-pitch sound.
He has indicated that the accompaniment should play once through before the solo enters.
The melody gently falls and rises and has been used by Becker in the past for
compositions very similar in style to New-Than. Mudra, for percussion ensemble with

1

Bob Becker, New-thaan, (Everett, PA: HoneyRock, 1998).

2

Tala, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tala_(music)> (21 February 2011).
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snnare drum so
oloist, uses the
t same mellody and snaare drumminng style. Alsso, Palta, forr
percussion en
nsemble and tabla soloistt, uses the saame melodicc pattern. Inn the score too
N
New-Thaan,
Becker
B
calls for the meloody and chordal drone too be perform
med on any
innstrument, eiither acoustiic or electronnic, that willl sound loud enough to be
b heard over the
drrum chosen to play the solo
s
instrum
ment.3 There are several very
v
commoon instrumennts
thhat would bee appropriatee and readilyy available foor most perfo
formances. The
T marimbaa
w
would
be a veery good chooice for the bass
b clef drooned chordall accompanim
ment voice.
A
Although
the part is writtten for five notes,
n
it coulld be perform
med by one player
p
using a
foour-mallet ro
olling techniique or by multiple
m
playeers. The melody, seen inn figure 29, is
i
w
written
in thee treble clef and
a could bee performed on vibes, gloockenspiel, or
o both together.
T percussio
The
on accents coould be playyed on wood blocks, tem
mple blocks, or
o log drumss.

Fig. 29. New
w-thaan accompaniment melody.
m

The drum
d
selectedd to perform
m as the solo voice can bee a standard snare drum,
p
Mudraa. While he has
h indicatedd that
toom-tom or a muffled druum as used inn Becker’s piece,
thhe choice of drum is up to
t the perforrmer, he does mention sppecifically thhe muffled drum
d
ass used in Mu
udra. This combined
c
wiith the very fast
f rolls andd accent figuures found inn the
laast several ph
hrases of thee piece suggeest that the drum
d
chosenn should be very
v
dry andd
arrticulate. If a more openn, ringing tonne is used, thhe very fast notes may not
n be heard very

3

Bob Becker,
B
New-thaan, (Evereett, PA: HoneeyRock, 1998)).
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cllearly. Thiss could be esspecially trouublesome if performed in
i a very livee performancce
hall.
Theree are many teechnical andd musical perrformance prroblems thatt will face thhe
p
N
New-Thaan.
A mastery of
o the basic rudiments
r
w be requirred
will
sooloist when preparing
before attemp
pting this pieece. Althouggh Becker haas not writteen a traditionnal rudimental
soolo, it is baseed very mucch on rudimeental drumm
ming techniquues. Almostt every note
played is a ru
udiment or a variation off a standard rudiment.
r
It is these variations on
ments that help
h to make the piece veery challengiing and rewaarding to
sttandard rudim
perform. New
w-Thaan opeens with twoo very difficuult roll figures. The opeening measurre is
a relatively qu
uick and agggressive tripllet roll.

Fig. 30. New
w-thaan meassure one, verry aggressive opening figure

This is a very dram
matic first sttatement. Thhe performerr must take great
g
care too
ble strokes open
o
and prevent them frrom closing as would bee the natural
keep the doub
teendency at su
uch a high inntensity dynamic. Meassure four preesents a veryy different
prroblem. As illustrated inn figure 31, the triplet rooll is now exxpressed at thhe piano
dyynamic, sweelling slightlly to mezzo forte
f
and retturning to piaano. Here thhe soloist muust
exxhibit great finesse in coontrolling suuch a quick rooll at a low dynamic.
d
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w-thaan meassure 4
Fig. 31. New

I recommend a series of exerccises to prepare for execuuting these techniques.
t
The
fiirst exercise will help to develop the proper techhnique necesssary to keep the loud
dyynamic doub
ble strokes open.
o
It is geenerally the anticipationn of the final accented rellease
thhat causes th
he double strokes just priior to the release to closee. Performinng the follow
wing
exxercise will allow the peerformer to master
m
the teechnique of playing
p
cresccendoing rollls
w a termin
with
nating note. Becoming familiar
fa
withh this feeling will enable the perform
mer to
have more aw
wareness of their
t
double strokes whille performinng the openinng figure of
N
New-Thaan.
The perform
mer should pay
p very closse attention to
t the left-haand double
sttrokes just prrior to the teerminating note.
n
The exeercise in figuure 32 shoulld also be
prracticed at varying
v
dynaamic levels.

E
Fig. 32. Cresscendo Roll Exercise

The fo
ollowing exeercise in figuure 33 is esseential to masstering dynaamic changess
duuring rolls, as
a in measurre 4. The exercises shouuld be practicced with botth wide and
narrow dynam
mic extremess.
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Fig. 33. Cresscendo Roll Developmen
D
nt

Measu
ures 25 and 26
2 will havee the same chhallenges as measure 1. Again, Becker
has written a loud, fortisssimo roll. More
M
demandd is added as the perform
mer must this time
exxecute accen
nted double strokes withhin the roll.
The most
m frequently used rudiiments in thiis solo are frrom the famiily of flam
t concern for
f the execuution of the flam rudimeents at this
ruudiments. Speed is not the
teempo. In facct, more impportantly is thhe rhythmic structure Beecker has im
mplemented in
i the
m
major
flam paatterns. In thhe followingg figure, notiice how the beats
b
of the meter are
obbscured by the
t organizattion of the rhhythmic unitts into groupps of three beeats.

o consistingg of 3 beats
Fig. 34. Rhytthmic units of

Beckeer describes the concept of Partitionss of Numberrs in great deetail in his
bookRudimen
ntal Arithmeetic, A Drumm
mer’s Study of Pattern and
a Rhythm. He writes “The
“
prrincipal beatts of meter, as
a well as thhe pulses resuulting from a regular subbdivision of the
prrincipal beatts, may be orrganized in various
v
wayys independently of the trraditional
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grrouping imp
plied by the time
t
signaturre.”4 The most
m familiar example of this is the
hemiola effecct of organizzing six eightth notes intoo three groupps of two rathher than the
m
more
tradition
nal two grouups of three notes.
n
In figgure 35you can
c see how Becker has
arrranged the notes
n
into obbvious groupps of four nootes rather thhan the tradittional two grroups
of three eightt notes that would
w
normaally be foundd in 6/8 timee.5
Throu
ughout the piiece Becker uses interestting rhythmiic concepts. In measure 85,
thhere is a metter shift in thhe solo part to
t 6/8time, with
w the new
w dotted half note equal to the
orriginal half note.
n
This establishes
e
thhe soloist plaaying two baars of 6/8tim
me for every one
o
bar of cut-tim
me played byy the ensembble. In bar 899-90 he agaiin partitions the rhythmicc
grroupings in a manner sim
milarto the previous
p
exam
mple.

w-thaan meassures 89-90, hemiola patttern
Fig. 35. New

Contin
nuing with the building rhythmic moomentum, Becker
B
changges the soloissts
m
meter
again to
o 3/4 in bar 103. The soolo continuess to play twoo bars for evvery one bar
played by thee ensemble. This sectionn begins the most rhythm
mically active and excitinng
portion of thee solo. The soloist
s
playss very fast roolls intersperrsed with synncopated,
acccented sing
gle strokes. This
T is technnically the most
m challengging part of the
t piece. The
T
sppeed of the rolls
r
requiress the soloist to exhibit sppeed, controll and enduraance. To preepare
4

Bob Becker,
B
Rudim
mental Arithm
metic (Asburyy Park, NJ: Keeyboard Percuussion
Puublications, 2008).
2
5

Ibid.
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foor this sectio
on, I suggest first practiccing the skeleetal pattern only.
o
The skkeletal patterrn
w
would
be the strokes of thhe rhythm without
w
actuaally double-stroking the roll.
r
This wiill
aiid in achieviing proper acccent placem
ment. A mettronome shouuld be used at all times as
a
you start slow
wly and graddually increase speed as you
y become more familiiar with the
patterns. Alth
hough the soolo part is wrritten in 3/4 beginning inn measure 1003, it shouldd
fllow with a feeeling of onee beat per baar.

w-thaan meassures 107-1112 with skeleetal pattern
Fig. 36. New

The piece ends wiith a very diffficult doublle-stroke-to--single-strokke pattern. The
T
s
strokees is equal too that of the double
d
strokkes of the rolll.
sppeed of the single

Fig. 37. New
w-thaan meassures 121-1224
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This technique
t
in itself is nothhing out of thhe ordinary, the speed att which this must
be performed
d is very dem
manding. Thhe tendency for
f most perfformers willl be to play the
t
siingle stroke accent too slowly. I sugggest two common exerccises for prepparing this
teechnique. Fiirst a simple double-strooke/single strroke-exercise.

Fig. 38. Sing
gle to doublee stroke stickking exercisee

issue, but a good all-aroound
T exercise a not only good
This
g
for thiss particular performance
p
percussion ex
xercise as weell. The secoond exercisee will help foocus on the timing
t
requirred
too accurately perform the measures siimilar to barr 122.

uble-Stroke-tto-Single Strroke Timing Exercise.
Fig. 39. Dou

The difficulty
d
is inn moving froom the doubble strokes too the very quuick single
r
I suggest playing thhe pattern leaaving off thee final singleesttrokes at the end of the roll.
sttroked note and
a paying particular
p
atttention to thee timing of the
t right hannd. This is
siimilar to the hand isolatiion techniquue often usedd when practticing rudimeents. Noticee that
thhe right hand
d should be playing
p
steaddy quarter-nnote strokes.
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Performing New-Thaan provides many opportunities and challenges for the
soloist. It is an opportunity to learn some of the concepts of Indian music, principles of
rhythmic partitions, and an opportunity to feature an instrument that is usually relegated
to an accompaniment role. The speed required, the long phrases, and syncopated rhythms
are a very rewarding challenge.
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Chapter 8
Raghavan

Russell Hartenberger’s contribution to the Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum is
named in honor of Ramnad V. Raghavan, a master of the mrdangam. The mrdangam is
the drum most often used in South Indian Music.Raghavan died in 2009 at age eightytwo. He was Hartenberger’s teacher atWesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut
from 1970 to 1974. He helped Hartenberger write and research his doctoral dissertation,
many times meeting for hours each day.1
Raghavan influenced many percussionists while at Wesleyan University.
Obviously, his influence can be seen in the members of Nexus, but he is also responsible
for teaching many other influential performers and educators including Jamey Haddad.
Haddad has taught at the Berklee College of Music, the Oberlin Conservatory of Music,
and the Cleveland Institute of Music as well as performing with Paul Simon. Another
virtuoso student of Raghavan is Glen Velez.2 When Velez began to study with
Raghavan, he was a marimba player with no particular training on frame drums. After
studying the Kanjira, a frame drum, with Raghavan, Velez has come to be recognized as
one of the world’s greatest frame drum masters. A four time Grammy award winner,
Velez is the first frame drummer to achieve international success as a soloist and has
helped to bring the Bodhran, pandeiro, and riq to popularity in the United States.3

1

Russell Hartenberger, Raghavan,13 December 2009,
<http://www.nexuspercussion.com/2009/12/raghavan/> (18 January 2011).
2

Ibid.

3

Glen Velez The World of Frame Drums <http://www.glenvelez.com/> (8 March 2011).
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Harten
nberger has written the solo
s
to imitaate mrdangam
m playing. The
T solo wouuld
m
more
accurateely be descriibed as a muulti-percussioon solo. How
wever, it utilizes mainlyy
snnare drum teechnique throoughout. Thhe instrumenntation is forr three drumss and an
acccompanimeent. The soloist uses twoo tom-toms, both playedd by the left hand,
h
and a snare
drrum played with
w both haands. It shouuld also be noted
n
that thee rim shot soound is only
played by thee right hand. Also, theree is an ostinaato accompanniment consiisting of basss
drrum and cym
mbal, playedd either simuultaneously or
o cymbal aloone on the downbeat
d
of each
measure.4
m
As wiith many muulti-percussioon solos, the first perform
mance problem is learninng
thhe notation key.
k
In this case,
c
there are
a only five voices for thhe soloist to navigate.
T
They
are labeeled as low toom-left handd, high tom-left hand, snnare drum lefft hand, snarre
drrum right haand and rim shot right haand.

Fig. 40. Ragh
havan Notattion Key.

The so
olo is scoredd in this wayy to mimic thhe playing off the mrdanggam, a barrellshhaped hand drum
d
that is very populaar in the Carnnatic music of South Inddia. It is a
double-headeed drum withh the smallerr head on thee right side and
a the loweer pitched larrger

4

Russeell Hartenbergger, Raghavann, (Everett, PA: HoneyRocck, 1998).
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head on the performers left side. The heads are made of several layers of skin. On the
right head, there is a permanent spot of black paste attached. The spot allows for the
harmonics of the head to be easily played. By striking the drum with various finger
combinations, the performer can produce different harmonic sounds from the head.
There are five basic stroke types used when playing the mrdangam: full hand, half hand,
side of hand, forefinger and quarter of hand strokes. It is no accident that Hartenberger
chose to use five sounds for the snare drum solo as well.
The larger head, which is played by the left hand, has a thick paste applied to the
center of the head. This lowers the pitch and helps to create the bass sound. Unlike the
right head, the paste on the left head is removed after each performance. The right head
is tuned to the tonic of the piece being performed.5 In Raghavan, Hartenberger calls for
the two tom-toms to be tuned a perfect fourth apart, but gives no indication as to the
relative tuning of the snare drum.6
Hartenberger states in the program notes to the piece that the ostinato can be
played either by the soloist using a hi-hat and pedal bass drum, or by a second player
using the same instruments, or by two additional performers playing hand cymbals and
bass drum. The ostinato outlines the Tala of the piece. The tala is the rhythmic
organization system used in Indian classical music. It roughly corresponds to meter in
Western music. In this case the Tala is eight beats with the first, fifth and seventh beats

5

Mrdangam <http://planetmridangam.tripod.com/Mridangam/about.html> (8 March

6

Russell Hartenberger, Raghavan (Everett, PA: HoneyRock, 1998).

2011).
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being emphasized. This creates the metric division of 4+2+2. The ostinato pattern, or
time cycle, is based on the common Carnatic talaAdire.7
The piece is written in 4/4 with the whole note equal to 80-88 beats per minute.
Each measure is felt as one beat. The opening dynamic is forte. It is very important to
mention that neither the tempo nor dynamic are ever altered throughout the entire piece.
The entire piece is divided into 15 sections of various lengths, the shortest being
sixteen measures and the longest being one hundred thirty-six measures. There are many
repeated four-, eight-, and sixteen-measure patterns. At the end of each pattern is an
indication of the total number of times the pattern is to be played. Each section is
numbered with rehearsal numbers. Section seven is further broken down into eight
repeated phrases that are labeled letters a through j. Section 13 is divided into thirteen
repeated phrases labeled a through m. The other sections vary in length and number of
repetitions. For example, sections 4, 5, and 8 through 10 all have their second phrase
repeated as the third phrase as well.8
The soloist will be faced with several performance issues to overcome. First will
be the stick control needed to perform the various sticking patterns. The entire piece is a
series of single strokes. There are no rudiments other than the paradiddle in the piece.
Since the sticking patterns do not fall into any traditional rudimental patterns and the
speed is somewhat quick, the performer will have to exhibit great stick control to
accurately perform the required passages.

7

Elements of Tala<http://www.mridangam.com/Tala.html>8 March 2011.

8

Russell Hartenberger, Raghavan, (Everett, PA: HoneyRock, 1998).
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Below
w are exampples of some of the differrent stickingg patterns useed in the solo.

havan measuures 19-20, 174-175,
1
2466-247
Fig. 41. Ragh

If thiss is found to be difficult, I recommennd masteringg the stickingg patterns onn one
m
to thhe multi-drum
m setup. I would
w
also reecommend a few techniqque
drrum before moving
buuilding warm
m up exercisses to be used daily to heelp facilitate familiarity with
w the sticcking
patterns.

k control exeercises
Fig. 42. Stick

Perhap
ps the biggeest problem for
f most perccussionists will
w be the faact that theree are
m
accents or tem
mpo adjustmeents indicated. The entirre piece is too be
no dynamic markings,
performed at one dynamic level and at
a one tempoo. The soloist will have to supply all
m
musical
intereest. Hartenbberger does offer
o
many points
p
of tension and releease throughh his
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rhythmic writing. There are times of great relaxation where simple quarter notes are
written. These relatively calm portions of the solo are contrasted by phrases of great
rhythmic activity. Although the rhythmic values never go beyond eighth notes, the
alternation of voices and syncopation of the rhythmic patterns increase to create areas of
great interest and tension.
A complete knowledge of the mrdangam is not necessary to perform Raghavan,
but at least preliminary study or listening to recordings will give the performer a better
understanding of the piece. Even with no experience in Indian musical traditions, a
performer will enjoy with technical and musical demands and rewards that are offered in
Raghavan.
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Chapter 9
Summary

The Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum is a great example of different compositional
styles for the snare drum and a good reflection of the interests of the five different
composers. Pedagogically, the solos contained in the portfolio offer the chance to study
five completely different styles of writing as well as various musical and technical
challenges. Each solo presents a unique set of performance problems that the performer
must overcome. This will require some specialized technique work and at least a
preliminary study of several world music styles and drumming techniques.
The snare drum solo repertoire, as exemplified in the Nexus Portfolio for Snare
Drum, is diverse and influenced by any number of world styles. The members of Nexus,
each with very individual musical interests, have demonstrated how the snare drum solo
is a unique vehicle for artistic expression. In a recent interview, Russell Hartenberger
stated, “The snare drum can be a beautiful instrument if played with a melodic sensibility.
It is a tremendous way for percussionists to develop an inner sense of melody by
following and phrasing the contours of the rhythmic line.”1
Many composers, both percussionists and non-percussionists, have expanded the
repertoire. Robin Engelman, remarked “Couple of years ago I adjudicated the Atlanta
Symphony Orchestra snare drum competition and was amazed at the number and
diversity of modern snare drum solos.”2

1

Russell Hartenberger, interview by the author, email correspondence, 21 March 2011.

2

Robin Engelman, interview by the author, email correspondence, 21 March 2011.
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Still, the snare drum solo, even those composed by great artists such as the
members of Nexus, are usually only found on programs for academic recitals. There are
some very notable exceptions. The musical theater group Blast has brought much
attention to the instrument. When asked if he felt the snare drum solo would receive
wider appeal among the general music appreciating audience, Russell Hartenberger
replied, “Fritz Hauser is a Swiss percussionist who performs a one-hour snare drum solo
that is musical, theatrical, and absorbing. When played in a context such as this, the
snare drum can have broader appeal. Some of the great drum corps snare drummers have
developed snare solos that have a somewhat wider appeal, particularly in shows like
Blast. Evelyn Glennie uses a snare drum solo effectively in her overall solo recitals and
sometimes as an encore for her concerto performances.”3
The Nexus Portfolio for Snare Drum offers the performer and audience a unique
look at the snare drum and how the traditional snare drum solo is being increasingly
influenced by other musical styles. This can only further open the snare drum solo’s
appeal to a wider audience and enhance the world view of snare drum performers.

3

Russell Hartenberger, interview by the author, email correspondence, 21 March

2011.
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